What does a Pachyderm Club Offer?

* An opportunity to participate in local politics.
* Political education to assist in making an informed vote.
* Fellowship and networking with community friends and others interested in good government.
* Enhanced understanding of how our system of government operates.
* An opportunity to meet candidates and elected officials in a social environment.
* An opportunity to become involved in campaigns and directly impact the political process.

What do Republican Leaders think about Pachyderms?

"The Pachyderms do a great job for the GOP through their hard work and dedication. Their Tough Tusks are a true asset to the Republican Party"

US Senator Kit Bond, Missouri

"Our freedoms are not safe unless we as citizens interest ourselves in government, inform ourselves about it and involve ourselves in it. That is precisely what Pachyderms are doing."

Former President Ronald Reagan

"The Pachyderm Clubs have been very successful nationwide and especially in Montana, at reminding Republicans why we are Republicans and helping elect many of them to public office. In my state, the Pachyderms have played a key role in ushering in historic Republican majorities in the legislature as well as other statewide elected offices, and I would hope that the influence of the Pachyderm Clubs will continue to grow and thrive in all fifty states."

Former US Senator Conrad Burns, Montana

"Pachyderms is not a watch and see organization—it is a take action and pull your own weight organization. You truly live up to your motto of "Free Government Requires Active Citizens".

Congressman Kevin Brady, Texas